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2020 opens
with a Bang

I

ts been an extraordinary opening to
the new decade worthy of the best
cinematic sequences ever, something like the ‘Ride of the Valkyries’
helicopter scene in Francis Ford
Coppola’s 1978’s classic Apocalypse
Now. Nassim Nicholas Taleb referenced another Francis Ford Coppola
classic ‘’The Godfather’’
There was perhaps no Soleimani
threat (at least nothing new). And
there was no need for it. Trump
borrowed an old Persian trick: put
the head of a horse in the enemy’s
bed. @nntaleb tweeted. There is this
formidable scene in the Godfather
when a Hollywood executive wakes
up with the bloody severed head
of a horse in his bed, his cherished
race horse.He had refused to hire a
Sicilian American actor for reasons
that appeared iniquitous, as while he
knew the latter was the best for the
role, he was resentful of the “olive oil
voice” that charmed one of his past
mistresses and fearful of its powers
to seduce future ones.
its been very cinematic and stream
of consciousness in 2020. The Shooting down of #PS752 out of the night
Sky a couple of nights before the

luminous ‘’Wolf Moon’’ coincided with
this verbatim release about Boeing
“This airplane is designed by
clowns, who in turn are supervised by
monkeys,” said one Boeing company
pilot
Meanwhile, Trump tweets that he
is going to bomb Iran’s cultural sites
one moment and the next tweets
in Farsi ‘’To the brave, long-suffering
people of Iran: I’ve stood with you
since the beginning of my Presidency, and my Administration will
continue to stand with you’’
Federico Pieraccini writes in an
article captioned ‘’The Deeper Story
Behind The Assassination Of Soleimani’’
Iraqi prime minister, Adil Abdul-Mahdi, has revealed details
of his interactions with Trump. He
tried to explain several times on live
television how Washington had been
browbeating him and other Iraqi
members of parliament to toe the
American line, even threatening to
engage in false-flag sniper shootings of both protesters and security
personnel in order to inflame the
situation, recalling similar modi operandi seen in Cairo in 2009, Libya in
2011, and Maidan in 2014.This is why I
visited China and signed an important
agreement with them to undertake
the construction instead. Upon my
return, Trump called me to ask me
to reject this agreement. When I
refused, he threatened to unleash
huge demonstrations against me
that would end my premiership. Huge
demonstrations against me duly materialized and Trump called again to
threaten that if I did not comply with
his demands, then he would have
Marine snipers on tall buildings target
protesters and security personnel
alike in order to pressure me.

The Wall Street Journal reported
The Trump administration warned
Iraq that it risks losing access to a
critical government bank account if
Baghdad kicks out American forces
following the U.S. airstrike that killed
a top Iranian general, according to
Iraqi officials. The State Department
warned that the U.S. could shut down
Iraq’s access to the country’s central
bank account held at the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, a move
that could jolt Iraq’s already shaky
economy, the officials said.
Iraq, like other countries, maintains
government accounts at the New
York Fed as an important part of
managing the country’s finances, including revenue from oil sales. Loss of
access to the accounts could restrict
Iraq’s use of that revenue, creating a
cash crunch in Iraq’s financial system
and constricting a critical lubricant for
the economy. The warning regarding
the Iraqi central bank account was
conveyed to Iraq’s prime minister in
a call on Wednesday, according to an
official in his office, that also touched
on the overall military, political and
financial partnership between the two
countries.
“The U.S. Fed basically has a
stranglehold on the entire [Iraqi]
economy,” said Shwan Taha, chairman of Iraqi investment bank Rabee
Securities.
The World is literally on fire
2019 was Europe’s warmest year,
marginally higher than temperatures in 2014, 2015 and 2018 Global
average temperatures in 2019 were
0.6 degrees Celsius warmer than
the 1981 to 2010 average. A Billion
animals are dead in Australia.
Joshua Keating tweeted Sussex
plunged into anarchy as ruling family’s
departure leaves power vacuum.

its all very Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.
“There are decades where nothing
happens; and there are weeks where
decades happen.”
in India 250m Workers went on
strike and India cut its growth forecast to the slowest pace in 11 years.
The World Bank in its latest
economic release spoke of The
Fourth Wave: Recent Debt Buildup in
Emerging and Developing Economies:
There have been four waves of debt
accumulation in the last 50 years. The
latest wave, which started in 2010,
has seen the largest, fastest, and
most broad-based increase in debt
among the four. Total EMDE debt
reached almost 170 percent of GDP in
2018 ($55 trillion), an increase of 54
percentage points of GDP since 2010.
The World Bank tried to keep it bright eyed and busy tailed about Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa: Regional growth
is expected to pick up to 2.9% in 2020
but in the same sentence admitted
‘’The feeble economic recovery in
Sub-Saharan Africa has lost momentum, with growth in 2019 estimated
to have edged down to 2.4 percent,
from 2.6 percent in 2018’’ Africa
Confidential headlined their Leader
‘’African spring, economic winter’’
The tension between the aspirations of Africa’s overwhelmingly
young 1.2 billion people and the continent’s sluggish economic progress is
palpable throughout the continent’s
30 million square kilometres. In several countries, especially in the bigger
economies such as Algeria, Nigeria
and South Africa where hopes are
highest, the political temperature
is close to boiling point. It will take
quantities of political will not seen so
far to respond to such pressures with
a credible plan. I put it a different way
in my article of 09-DEC-2019 :: Time

to Big Up the Dosage of Quaaludes
The Markets spiked Gold to
$1,600.00 an ounce before closing
out the week at $1,561.00 and given
the uncertainty I have outlined, Gold
looks well underpinned and might
even have a Banner Year. Brent Crude
spiked above $72 a barrel in the
middle of the night but then retreated
to close out last week at just above
$65.00. There is enough Oil around
but there won’t be if the strait of Hormuz gets shuttered. US Stocks continue to float higher on a tidal wave of
nearly free money [just under 1/2 a
trillion dollars since September]
Nigeria’s stocks are the World’s
best performers this year. The
Nigeria is +9.51% in 2020 but in noted
Mr. Dangote is using this bounce to
hightail it to New York.
Lets finish up in Kenya where we
are currently under a Plague of Locusts and Al Shabaab attack. Margot
Kiser wrote in the Daily Beast
The Manda Bay attack is the
first al-Shabab has carried out on a
U.S.military installation inside Kenya
Among the aircraft destroyed at
the Manda Bay base were manned
surveillance planes that collect data
across the border in Somalia, as well
as over Kenya’s dense Boni forest,
Also reportedly destroyed were
aircraft operated by U.S. Special
Operations Command and modified
Havilland Canada Dash-8 spy aircraft,
which carries the U.S. civil registration
code N8200L. This is a mind bending
Jedi Level intrusion and asymmetric
warfare coup de grace.
The U.S. Africa Command has sent
its crack East Africa Response Force
to secure the airfield and augment
security. This is in fact a big deal.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Sh2bn street, property naming
project set to kick off this year
The numbering initiative aimed at aiding recognition will be developed over five years
CYNTHIA ILAKO
@LadyKanyali

The development of a state National Addressing System is expected to
commence this year, nearly four years
after it was conceptualized.
The Communications Authority,
which was mandated to develop and
enforce numbering of streets, properties and parcels of land to aid recognition says the project is estimated to
be developed over a five-year period.
“We expect the project to commence this year after the government
through the Ministry of Information
Communications and Technologies
(MOICT) gazettes draft legislation that
will operationalize and enable coordinated implementation countrywide
initially through pilots in selected
counties,” CA told the Star.
In 2016, the government and key
stakeholders revealed plans to set up

a National Addressing System (NAS)
that will see streets and buildings assigned names and numbers for easy
identification.
NAS is backed up by the Kenya
Information and Communications
(Numbering) Regulations 2010.
The regulation tasks the CA to set
up a National Communications and
Addressing Plan (NCAP) for postal
codes, communication numbers
and addresses in collaboration with
global organizations that deal with
numbering and addressing systems
and make sure that NCAP includes
geographical postal points of delivery.
“Global organisations involved
include the Universal Postal Union
which developed the national implementation roadmap which the National Steering Committee used to
develop NAS instruments,” CA stated.
This is aimed at boosting e-commerce in the country which has been
on the rise by easing door-to-door delivery of letters and goods bought from
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online retailers.
It will also ease the taxi-hailing
business in terms of facilitating easy
identification and location of places,
as the unique identification numbers
for buildings and naming of streets
will make it possible for service providers such as cab operators to locate
passengers.
It will also come in handy for supermarkets and restaurants that provide
delivery services to easily access their
clients.

CA notes that a key challenge in
implementing the project has been
securing financing estimated at sh2
billion for the five-year period, adding that the authority has already
approached the World Bank to help
fund the project.
“The World Bank is expected to be a
key player and has also been provided
with a concept note on the project for
consideration of financing although
this is still at the concept stage,” CA
stated.

WHERE ARE YOU IN
YOUR CAREER? WHERE
DO YOU WANT TO GO?
It’s not always clear how you
should think about growing in
your career. One thing to try is
writing a “from/to” statement
that articulates where you are
today and where you want to go.
For example: I want to progress
from an individual contributor
who adds value through technical
expertise and closely follows
others’ directions, to a people
leader who creates a clear
strategy and delivers results
through a small team. To write a
from/to, ask trusted superiors and
colleagues for their candid view of
your current role and your goals.
Tell them to be brutally honest,
because their transparency will
help you figure out how you need
to grow. Reflect on their answers
and incorporate them into your
from/to statement — and then
have your colleagues read it.
Sometimes people think they’re
far ahead of where they are, or
they choose a destination that
is unrealistic. Your advisers can
provide a reality check.

